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### Methods

- Providers who had attended at least three conferences were recruited to review 15 tracings. These tracings were particularly challenging, in order to test the finer points of the NICHD definitions.
- Staff physicians (6), residents (12) and L&D nurses (4) participated.
- For each strip, reviewers interpreted baseline; variability; presence of accelerations; presence of; and type, of decelerations; contraction patterns; and category.
- After a minimum of 30 days had elapsed, reviewers were asked to re-interpret the same tracings in a shuffled order.
- A statistical analysis performed using Cohen-Kappa.
- Weighted kappa was used for ordered categorical variables such as baseline, category and variability.

### Conclusions

- We found much higher agreement, even with difficult strips that required detailed knowledge of the guidelines, than previous authors.
- Group instruction of all labor and delivery team members in the 2008 NICHD guidelines led to nearly-perfect agreement in the interpretation of the key FHT elements that assess fetal acid-base status – accelerations and variability.
- Other institutions may benefit from implementing similar multi-disciplinary sessions aimed at interpreting FHT tracings using the 2008 NICHD guidelines.
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